Hospitalized patients typically undergo several examinations before their actual surgery. Transportation between service units is provided by trained personnel who escort patients. However, valuable resources may be underutilized if patients arrive too late for scheduled appointments, while on the other side, many patients have to wait for a long time before being picked up for or after their actual appointment. To improve those deficits, this study adopts on both resource and client-centered perspectives. Therefore we present an integrative combinatorial optimization model combining both scheduling and routing related aspects, which will be solved using a cooperative hybrid metaheuristic. Traditionally both underlying subproblems would be solved independently, but the cooperative approach yields substantial advantages over decoupled hierarchical optimization processes.
Introduction
Operating rooms (OR) and examination rooms (ER), are among the most cost-intensive units of any hospital. From a cost-perspective, it is crucial to manage the associated resources efficiently when con-structing schedules, which has a major impact on the performance of the hospital as a whole. At the same time though, the hospital cannot ignore patient satisfaction.
Patients awaiting surgery (i.e. inpatients) typically undergo several examinations, in a predetermined sequence (from the patients' point of view) that take place in designated ERs (e.g., x-ray, magnetic resonance imaging units) and ORs. A scheduling problem then results, in accordance with classic job shop problems, such that every patient corresponds to a job and rooms to machines. Every patient (i.e., job) must to undergo several appointments (i.e., tasks) in a predetermined order. Tasks should be scheduled so no jobs overlap on the same machine (i.e., no more than one patient scheduled to be in a room at any point in time). The scheduling also must address any additional times needed between consecutive appointments for the same patient, who needs to be escorted between rooms. At most one patient can be treated in an ER or OR at any point in time; a single machine scheduling problem thus needs to be solved for each room, that accounts for any precedence requirements of appointments associated with the same patient. The patients are escorted to their appointments by designated staff members (porters), who accompany patients from their bed station to the needed hospital unit, and then among units if there are several consecutive appointments, and escort them back to their bed station. Patients may be escorted using stretchers, beds, or wheelchairs or, depending on their physical condition, simply by foot.
The underlying routing problem then can be modeled as a multi-depot vehicle routing problem with time windows (MDVRPTW) with unary capacities and demand, for which the time windows result from the embedded scheduling problem. To minimize the patients' inconvenience, those appointments should be scheduled tightly and thereby reduce waiting times. Furthermore, the capacities of all required resources, such as porters and rooms, should be managed efficiently, and the resulting schedules need to be feasible in terms of the capacities available.
In Austria, traditional medium-sized hospitals are typically organized using a so-called pavilion structure. The hospital compound consists of several buildings, each accommodating different hospital units.
These structures have been continuously extended over time, making an efficient planning process even more challenging.
A graphical representation appears in Figure 1 . The entire network (of bed stations, depots of porters, ERs, and ORs) is fully connected. In addition to finding routes for porters, it is necessary to identify feasible schedules (visualized in terms of Gantt charts) for every room. Feasibility (in terms of their predetermined sequence) is a patient concern, and delays should be avoided when escorting patients to their appointments, because it causes major disruptions in the hospitals' schedule. Delivering a patient late to a room results in a underutilization of valuable resources. In addition, it may cause delays for other patients and appointments (see Beaudry et al. (2010) ). According to Hendrich and Lee (2005) , the efficiency rate in intra-hospital patient transfers is only 12%, when they define it as the ratio of transfer event time (i.e. transfer time on the shortest path) to total transfer time (i.e., actual transfer time). These times differ substantially as a result of the presence of non-value-added times, such as waiting times, which arise as a result of unavailable resources. Landry and Philippe (2004) also assert that 46% of hospitals' total operating budget is spent on logistic activities, yet 48% of supply chain-related process costs were avoidable had hospitals implemented better logistics practices.
In this paper we present a novel problem formulation to combine scheduling and routing features which try to minimize client (i.e., patient)-centered objectives, such as their perceived inconvenience. We also take into account for cost-oriented objectives, measured in terms of idle times in ORs and ERs, and empty porter movements. The resulting routes and schedules must be feasible from a resource allocation and the porters' point of view; any delays should be avoided. Whereas traditional approaches modeled and solved the embedded scheduling and routing problems independently, we show that it is crucial to solve the resulting problem in an integrative way to obtain high-quality solutions. The use of exact methods to solve the problem in a reasonable amount of time also is limited to very small-sized problem instances, so we present a cooperative hybrid metaheuristic that has been developed and applied successfully for solving real-world instances.
The proposed hybrid metaheuristic is iterative. The embedded scheduling and routing problems are solved consecutively, and the embedded components can exchange information, which means they can guide the solution process of their counterpart, which in turn provides for high-quality solutions in a reasonable amount of time. Our experiments show that the solution quality obtained can be improved substantially when considering routing and scheduling aspects simultaneously.
The contribution of this paper thus is threefold: i) We propose a new model formulation that covers both scheduling and routing aspects as they emerge in pavilion-structured hospitals. We combine two NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems.
Ignoring the interdependencies between the subproblems could lead to suboptimal or infeasible solutions. We take them into account explicitly, which ensures resources can be used more efficiently and their quality improved dramatically. Beyond the efficient usage of resources, we emphasize the importance of client-centered objectives such as the patients' perception of inconvenience.
ii) To solve the integrated model, we propose an innovative hybrid solution procedure that integrates a scheduling and a routing heuristic, based on a metaheuristic Large Neighborhood Search (LNS).
The problem will be decomposed and solved iteratively. Using a feedback loop, information gained from any solution will be used to influence the solution in the next iteration. The information exchanged guides the solution process, which in turn provides high-quality solutions in a reasonable amount of runtime. To solve the embedded subproblems related to scheduling and routing, we propose dedicated operators within the metaheuristic, taking into account the specific nature of the problem at hand.
iii) The underlying problem is a highly relevant, real-world application that can be applied to wide range of combinatorial optimization problems that feature both scheduling and routing issues. We note several applications (e.g., delivery of perishable goods, just-in-time environments) in which production and routing processes are highly integrated.
An overview of related prior work appears in Section 2. We then give a detailed mathematical formu-lation of the underlying optimization problem in Section 3, followed by the proposed solution procedure in Section 4. Results for the proposed algorithm are documented in Section 5, including a detailed description of the data and experimental setup. The computational results indicate a substantial advantage of the integrative approach over the hierarchical decision process. We conclude in Section 6.
Related Work
The embedded scheduling problem can be modeled formally in terms of a combinatorial optimization problem (see Beliën et al. (2009); Cardoen et al. (2010) ). Typically two strategies exist for scheduling surgeries: block and open. The former refers to the case in which the corresponding resources are blocked in advance, such that similar types of surgeries may take place back-to-back. Because this strategy leads to substantial non-productive times, we consider instead the case of open scheduling, where appointments may be scheduled with a greater degree of freedom. Augusto et al. (2010) investigate an open scheduling policy that allows for patient recovery in operating rooms, if the recovery rooms are crowded. In this single-objective, deterministic model, a Lagrange relaxation method solves the four-stage hybrid flowshop scheduling model. These authors also note the randomness of surgery and recovery times is mentioned as necessary topics for future research. Min and Yih (2010) treat the daily scheduling of elective surgeries with a dynamic programming, stochastic knapsack type, model while applying a value-iteration algorithm to compute optimal policies. The two objectives, minimizing overtime costs and reducing the frequency of surgery postponement, are aggregated to a single cost function. Fei et al. (2010) try to overcome the efficiency limitations of the block scheduling strategy by incorporating features of an open scheduling strategy. They adopt a two-phase model for weekly planning and daily scheduling, such that they solve the set-partitioning model for the first phase by a column-generation-based heuristic, then solve the hybrid flow-shop model for the second phase with a hybrid genetic algorithm using tabu search as a sub-procedure. Although they consider two objectives (maximizing operating room utilization and minimizing overtime cost), those goals get aggregated on a cost scale to obtain a single-objective, deterministic model.
The resulting routing problem can be seen as a variant of well-known problems such as the pickup and delivery problem (Savelsbergh and Sol (1995) ) and the full truckload and stacker crane problem (Righini and Trubian (1999) ; Coja-Oghlan et al. (2006) ), which aim to minimize empty movements are supposed to be minimized. Similar to full truckload problems, the capacity of any porter is restricted to one, because no more than one patient can be escorted by any porter at any point in time. All transportation requests are associated with a time window, so we formulate the underlying routing problem in terms of MDVPRTW (see Cordeau et al. (2001) ; Polacek et al. (2004) ). Another classical routing problem typically found in the domain of health care applications is the Dial-A-Ride Problem (DARP) (see Laporte (2003, 2007) ), which arises in another patient transportation context. Several patients may be transported simultaneously, but additional constraints have to be considered with respect to the maximum ride time of patients.
These problems also have been applied to intra-hospital routing (see Hanne et al. (2009) ), mainly through a computer-based planning system designed to support the transportation flow in real-time. These authors show that optimization-based methods contribute effectively to enhancing patient satisfaction and generating important cost savings. Beaudry et al. (2010) also propose a two-phase heuristic to solve a dynamic version of the underlying DARP in a hospital context. A simulation model developed by Johnson et al. (2010) models the flow of patients through their treatment processes.
Finally we find various combined scheduling and routing problems in the telecommunication industry, where service technicians, based on their skill levels, must be assigned to jobs (see Xu and Chiu (2001) ; Bredström and Rönnqvist (2008) ; Kovacs et al. (2011) ). Their problem differs substantially from ours though, because both the routing and scheduling (i.e., sequence and assignment based on skill levels) problems are solved for service technicians. In our case, the routes refer to porters accompanying the patients, and the patients need to be escorted to their appointments, which get scheduled in the corresponding treatment or emergency rooms. Chang and Lee (2004) also focus on the underlying scheduling problem, while considering the consequences in terms of resulting capacity requirements for the routing problem.
Model Formulation
The problem can be formulated and solved in various ways. We first introduce the notation we use to describe both hierarchical and integrative approaches for modeling the problem. Using a hierarchical approach, we tackle the scheduling problem, then use the result of the scheduling problem to solve the routing problem. Alternatively, we could consider both subproblems using an integrative approach. We provide a mathematical model formulation; for the appropriate solution procedures, readers should turn to Section 4.
Notation
Let R be the set of rooms. At most one appointment can be performed at a time in each room, and preemption is not allowed. Let P be the set of patients. Each patient p has a time window [E P p , L P p ]
designating her earliest and latest availability. The set of all appointments is denoted by a ∈ A, which need to be executed for patient M a . The set of appointments per patient must be performed according to a predefined sequence. The immediate successor of appointment a is denoted as U a . Each appointment a has an associated duration D a and location L a . Two dummy appointments corresponding to the first and last appointment for each patient are introduced, representing the bed station from which the patient must be picked up before her first appointment and returned after her last appointment. The dummy appointments have duration zero, and their location corresponds to the bed station of the corresponding patient.
Each pair of consecutive appointments for a patient generates a transportation task t ∈ T in which the patient must be transported between the location of the appointments. A task can start no earlier than the first appointment ends. A set of identical porters o ∈ O is available to perform transportation tasks. Each porter has an associated depot and the capacity to transport one patient at a time. The time required to travel between two locations, where depots, rooms, and bed stations comprise the set of locations, is known and depends on whether the porter is transporting a patient or not. When a porter moves between locations without transporting a patient, it is an empty movement. The travel time required to move from the location associated with appointment a to b is denoted T F ab (T E ab ) when traveling with a patient (empty). Both travel time matrices satisfy the triangle inequality.
The problem is to determine a start time for each appointment and assign each resulting transportation task to a porter. The objective is to minimize total patient inconvenience, idle times in rooms, and empty movements by porters. Patient inconvenience is measured in terms of waiting time before and after appointments, averaged over the number of appointments. A waiting time for 10 time units of a patient with one appointment will be the same amount as total waiting times of 20 time units for 2 appointments, and so on.
For the underlying model, we introduce decision variables s a (f a ) to model the start (end) of the appointment a ∈ A. Additional time variables s R r (f R r ) measure the corresponding time that the first (last) appointment in room r ∈ R starts (ends). Binary indicators p ab model precedence relationships for the room perspective, where p ab equals to 1 if appointment a is scheduled before appointment b and 0
Hierarchical Approach
We present two mathematical problem formulations that can be applied to model the two underlying subproblems hierarchically. We begin with a formulation for the embedded scheduling problem, followed by the formulation for the embedded routing subproblem, given a solution for the scheduling problem.
Scheduling
The scheduling problem tries to assign patients' appointments into corresponding rooms, such that the resulting schedule (i) Is feasible with respect to all rooms (i.e., at most one patient is examined at any point in time).
(ii) Is feasible with respect to all patients (enough time is allowed between appointments).
(iii) Observes all precedence requirements regarding appointments.
(iv) Minimizes the average waiting time of patients and the total idle time in rooms.
Parameter α penalizes the total average waiting times of patients and β r peanizes total idle times in room r ∈ R. The model can formally be described using the following set of equations:
The objective function (1) tries to minimize the total average waiting time of all patients and the total idle times in all rooms. Constraints (2) ensure feasibility from the patients' point of view, that is, appointments may not overlap, and sufficient time for transporting between corresponding locations elapses. With the hierarchical approach at this stage of optimization, we assume that there is a porter available to escort the patient accordingly. This assumption may not always be true though, so we adapt the model subsequently. In the integrative approach, this issue is explicitly addressed (see Section 3.3).
Any room may only accommodate one patient (i.e., appointment) at a time, so the the two mutually exclusive Constraints (3) and (4) ensure that no two appointments scheduled within the same room r overlap. For any two appointments a and b scheduled in the same room appointment a may only start if b is terminated, and vice versa. The model could be extended easily to include additional service time between consecutive appointments scheduled within the same room. Constraint (5) maps the start and end of any appointment a. Feasibility with respect to the patients' time windows are modeled with Constraints (6) and (7), which ensure that the very first (last) appointment starts (ends) within the patients' predetermined time window. Constraints (8) and (9) finally map the start (end) of the first (last) appointment per patient. Finally Constraint (10) imposes the requirement that our precedence variable be binary. All time variables should be non-negative (see Constraints (11) and (12)).
Optimizing the schedule is only the first step in the hierarchical approach. The underlying routing problem -which tries to optimize the movements of porters escorting patients between their appointments -also needs to be solved, given the solution of the scheduling problem. Let S a (F a ) denote the start and end of appointment a ∈ A in the optimal solution, which define the time windows for the routing problem.
Given a fixed fleet of porters, the resulting schedule may not guarantee a feasible solution (i.e., patients delivered to their appointments on time) for the routing problem. To overcome this issue, we could introduce an additional buffer time B between consecutive appointments to allow for more flexibility in the next optimization step. Formally, this buffer can be achieved by replacing Constraint (2) with (13):
Routing
The embedded optimization subproblem, from the porters' perspective, can be transformed into a MD-VRPTW. Porters must execute transportation tasks t: pick up the corresponding patient from her previous (pickup) appointment V t and escort her to the next (dropoff) appointment W t . To execute a transportation task t ∈ T , the porter must take into account a non-negative service time, or the travel time required to accompany the associated patient. It may also include some kind of setup time required the prepare the patients for transportation and facilitate their handover to staff members accordingly.
A time window [E T t , L T t ] is associated with every task, specifying the time range within with the execution of task t may feasibly start, given the end of appointment a and the start of appointment b, where
For our model all these time windows are semi-soft, such that the service is supposed to start within [E T t , L T t ]. Starting to execute task t too early, before the start of the corresponding time window, is not allowed (i.e., early arriving porters would need to wait to pick up a patient before the end of her previous appointment). When starting a task too late, after the end of the corresponding time window, a very large penalty occurs. For this hierarchical approach, the time windows are predetermined, given the solution of the underlying scheduling model.
In the graphical representation of the transformed network for the MDVRPTW in Figure 2 , all nodes correspond to transportation tasks t ∈ T , including picking up the corresponding patient from appointment V t and delivering her to appointment W t . Arcs between nodes correspond to porters' empty movements. Travel times between tasks s and t are denoted by T E ab , where a = W s and b = V t . The location of nodes and the corresponding arcs between them are not related to actual travel times but appear for illustrative purposes only.
The underlying MDVRPTW consists of finding a set of O paths (each corresponding to a route to be performed by one porter), such that (i) The total costs of the corresponding paths (costs for traversing arcs corresponding to these paths + penalty costs for not meeting the patients' prespecified time windows) and total average waiting times of patients are minimized.
(ii) Each tour starts and ends at the depot. (iv) At most, one task may be executed per porter at any point in time.
Any schedule used as input must be feasible from the appointments' and patients' points of view. In addition, the patients' perspective, measured in terms of the average waiting time, is also to the objective function. The (average) waiting times of patients still may change, because the starting time of their first appointment (i.e., pickup from bed station) and the return time to their bed stations remain subject to change, given the availability of porters to execute the corresponding tasks. Additional parameters, γ and δ, penalize both (empty) movements of porters and time window violations. The model thus can be described formally using the following set of equations: 
o∈O y to = 1 ∀t ∈ T (15)
The combined objective function is denoted in Equation (14), in its attempt to minimize the total average waiting for patients, as well as costs for empty movements of porters, while trying to avoid delays (i.e., delivering patients too late to their appointments). Constraints (15) ensure that each task is assigned to exactly one porter. Flow conservation is guaranteed by Constraints (16) and (17). Constraints (18) ensure feasibility with respect to time considerations from the patients' point of view, such that the corresponding patient may only arrive at her next appointment b, after leaving from her previous appointment a and undergoing the corresponding travel time. Constraints (19) emphasize restrictions on the corresponding time windows, such that patients are supposed to be dropped off at or before the start of the appointment, and violations thereof will be penalized in the objective function. Porters may leave only after having dropped off the patient (20), patients may only be picked up after the end of the corresponding appointment (21), and porters need to have arrived before the appointment (22). Constraints (19) hold for all appointments a, except for dummy appointments associated with the patients' bed station, so for all appointments that have a proceeding appointment b. Similarly Constraints (21) hold for all appointments except for the last dummy appointment associated with the patients' bed station, so for all appointments with a successive appointment b. Feasibility with respect to the porters' movement between executing two consecutive tasks is ensured by means of Constraints (23) and (24).
Finally, Constraints (25) and (26) impose binary conditions on the flow and indicator variables. Time and delay variables are bound to be non-negative, as stated in Constraints (27) and (28).
Integrative Model
In the integrative model, rather than solving both are considered simultaneously. In this approach, the implicit time windows for all tasks to be executed are decision variables as well, depending on the start and end times of the corresponding appointments.
The entire model can be defined in terms of Constraints (2)- (12) and (15)- (28). Only Constraints (19) and (21) need to be replaced by two sets of Constraints (29) and (30), to allow for a simultaneous optimization of both aspects. The solution of the previous scheduling problem (expressed in terms of S a and F a ) may no longer serve as an input for the routing problem. Rather the underlying decision variables s a and f a directly influence the timing of all routing operations and the associated time windows, respectively. Therefore,
Solution Procedures
In presenting two heuristic approaches for solving the optimization problem, we begin with a heuristic approach inspired by the well-known Shifting Bottleneck (SBN) Heuristic (see Adams et al. (1988) ), originally developed to minimize the make span of job shops problems. In our problem, patients (and their average waiting times), and idle times in rooms are our main concern. Therefore the algorithm has been extended and modified accordingly to emphasize good solutions that focus on both room and client aspects. The method is presented in Section 4.1. For solving the resulting MDVRPTW, we propose a metaheuristic solution procedure based on LNS, which we detail in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we will offer our solution procedure for tackling both problems in a cooperative fashion, combining the solution methods for the embedded subproblems. Rather than just solving the resulting subproblems sequentially, we present an iterative solution approach -including a feedback loop -that guides the scheduling process, such that good solutions may be found in a reasonable amount of run time.
Solving the Scheduling Problem
Originally proposed by Adams et al. (1988) for solving a particular machine scheduling, SBN is a heuristic procedure for solving the job shop scheduling problem while minimizing the resulting makespan. This basic approach can be extended by several problem-specific operations to tackle the specific nature of the problem we investigate. Specifially, two of post optimizers, PostShrink and PostShift, help improve the quality of the solutions obtained. The first operator tries to decrease the resulting cycle (and hence waiting) times for individual patients. The second tries to include more flexibility for the optimization of the routing problem. Then we include a third post optimizer, SchedExact, given a predefined sequence of appointments for every room, that enables us to solve the scheduling problem to optimality.
Shifting Bottleneck Procedure:
The main idea is to sequence appointments (i.e., jobs) sequentially within rooms (i.e., machines). Rooms where appointments have been scheduled already are referred to as critical. In each iteration a bottleneck room r is selected among all unscheduled (i.e., non-critical) rooms.
To induce more diversity, the selection of the bottleneck room is biased with respect to its resulting makespan. The selection probability for any room is proportional to its makespan 1 .
The makespan itself is determined using a modified version of Schrages' heuristic (see Carlier (1982) ).
The head (h a ) and tail (t a ) of any appointment a (i.e., job), corresponding to the duration of all preceding and succeeding tasks and appointments, first must to be calculated. They correspond to the earliest and latest starting point of any given job and can be determined by taking into account the precedence requirements from both the patients' and resources' view of critical rooms. Those calculations can be accomplished in O(n), where n denotes the number of appointments, by solving two corresponding longest path problems for the underlying precedence graph. Using Schrages' heuristic, appointments should be scheduled as early as possible. The procedure then schedules appointments one by one, taking into account all unscheduled appointments a that could be scheduled without violating precedence relationships.
Appointment a is selected next if the resulting change to the objective function (weighted idle times for both patients and resources) is smallest. In case several appointments may be eligible, the one chosen is selected randomly, and the selection process is biased with respect to t a , favoring appointments with a high tail.
The sequence of all other critical rooms then gets reoptimized while keeping the sequences of all other critical rooms fixed. The procedure stops as soon as the sequence for all rooms has been determined. We refer to Adams et al. (1988) for additional details.
PostShrink:
The main idea of this operator is as follows: Given the solution obtained after applying SBN, we try to optimize the resulting scheduling solution by shifting individual appointments around.
We implemented and tested two variants of this operator, focusing on the idle times of rooms and the average waiting times of patients separately.
For this purpose, for every patient with at least four appointments (i.e., two non-dummy and two dummy appointments), starting with her first non-dummy appointment, we try to postpone it (i.e., shift forward in time) to reduce the resulting (average) waiting time. Feasibility must be guaranteed in terms of the corresponding rooms' and the patients' subsequent appointments. Let b denote the patients' subsequent non-dummy appointment (b = U a ) and c denote the appointment scheduled immediately after a in the same room (p ac = 1). However, b and c may not be defined. The maximum shift for appointment a is given by min{s c − f a , s b − (f a + T F ab )}. Attempts to shift appointments forward in time proceed one by one, starting with the first non-dummy appointment per patient. If a positive shift has been identified, appointment a will shift accordingly, and the procedure starts over again. Patients will be considered in random order.
The second variant, emphasizing the room perspective, follows a similar methodology, focusing on the consequences with respect to the resulting idle times as we try to reduce them. 
PostShift:
After having successfully applied the PostShrink operator, we try to improve the solution further by applying a PostShift operator. Again two variants for both rooms and patients exist. Similar to our previous description, we try to modify the timing of individual appointments, without modifying the sequence of appointments from the rooms point of view. In this case, however the waiting time of the corresponding patients and idle times of rooms will not change. Rather all appointments associated with the same patient (or room) shift simultaneously. The shift itself is chosen in a way designed to improve the situation for the subsequent optimization of the underlying routing problem. By shifting the start (end) of appointments into promising time regions (i.e., the workload for porters is rather low) we allow more flexibility for the optimization of porter routes. More precisely, we hope to increase the probability that porters are available to execute the corresponding transportation tasks in a timely manner, which may help to find solutions where further waiting times and delays in the ongoing operation can be avoided.
This operator will be executed sequentially for all patients and rooms. The order of consideration is chosen randomly for both patients and rooms. We now elaborate on and give a brief example of how to determine the maximum shifts forward and backward in time from any patient's point of view.
Similar calculations can be made from the room's perspective, determining the maximum shift forward and backward in time for all appointments currently scheduled in room r. Promising time regions are identified by estimating the workload at different points in time. The workload is estimated given the starting times s a of all non-dummy appointments a ∈ A P p \{A F p , A L p } of patient p, assuming that a porter is available to execute the corresponding task to drop off the patient at her destination appointment a just in time for its start at s a . Let b denote the previous appointment scheduled for the same patient p. The porter is assumed to be busy from s a − T F ba to s a , and the estimator for workload within this period increases accordingly. Similarly for the very last task to be executed for patient p, we assume that she will be picked up immediately once the last non-dummy appointment is finished and be escorted to her bed station. We thus estimate the workload based only on the resulting tasks to be executed. An additional workload due to empty movements between tasks is not considered for this estimation.
The actual shift is chosen randomly within the corresponding bounds, favoring time slots in which the prevailing average workload is low. With respect to the PostShrink operator introduced previously, appointments may be shifted forward or backward in time. 
SchedExact:
The schedules obtained after executing PostShift and PostShrink might not be optimal for the problem at hand. We also want to solve the scheduling problem to optimality, once a feasible sequence of appointments has been defined for every room. A linear version of the model defined in Section 3.2.1, where decision variables p ab have been fixed already, can be solved at no time.
Solving the Routing Problem
In this section we present our method based on LNS to solve the underlying routing problem. A sketch of the basic principles of LNS is depicted in Algorithm 1. The method itself is iterative by nature. In every iteration, the incumbent solution x is partially destroyed and repaired again. We additionally included a local search for affected routes, and whenever it results in an improved solution, the new solution replaces the incumbent solution. Otherwise it will be discarded. The algorithm stops after a given number K max of non-improving shaking steps.
Since being introduced by Shaw (1998) , LNS has been shown to work very well for routing problems.
These ideas were extended by Ropke and Pisinger (2006) who propose using different destroy and repair operators and successfully apply their method to a pickup and delivery problem. The actual operators must be adapted to problem-specific, as described in more detail in the following sections. The focus of LNS is the optimization of routing-related costs, given a fixed schedule of appointments and time windows.
The total idle time of resources remains unchanged. The total average waiting time of patients might be modified however, depending on the time the first (last) task associated with the corresponding patient is executed.
Algorithm 1 Basic Steps of LNS generate initial solution while termination criteria not reached do
As we noted previously, this routing problem can be transformed into a MDVRPTW. Problem-specific differences do exist, such that standard methods for solving the MDVRPTW may not be implemented in a straightforward fashion. Empirical tests show that the proposed operators cannot be applied right away to the problem; rather, it is necessary to adopt problem-specific operators, that account for the very special nature of the underlying optimization problem. Therefore we introduced some new, more specific operators.
Initial Solution:
To generate an initial solution, all porters available are initialized with an empty route starting and ending at their home depot, and all tasks are sorted non-decreasingly with respect to the center of their time windows (t 1 ,t 2 , . . . ,t T ). In the next step, all taskst i are assigned sequentially to porterî mod O and inserted at the end of the corresponding route.
Destroy:
In this step we remove up to k max % of all tasks. We propose two types of destroy operators.
When the (partial) solution is still infeasible with respect to time windows, we try to remove tasks that end up being delayed or might cause a delay. Therefore, we first randomly select an infeasible route containing delayed tasks and identify the first task being delayed, which is executed at position j. Next a single task located between positions 1 . . . j (including 1 and j) will be randomly selected and removed.
As soon as the (partial) solution contains no more delayed tasks, we focus on improving of routing-related costs and try to removed tasks that do not fit well. The resulting worst removal operator randomly selects tasks to be removed. The selection probabilities will be biased, favoring tasks whose removal would lead to a (larger) improvement of the objective function if removed.
Repair:
All removed tasks will be reinserted sequentially reinserted at their best insertion position.
The sequence of tasks to be reinserted into the solution does not necessarily coincide with the sequence in which they were removed but instead will be chosen randomly.
Local Search:
During the local search phase, efforts to improve solutions locally inlcude applying (comparatively) small changes and modifications. A restricted version of the 3-opt * algorithm originally proposed by Lin and Kernighan (1973) has been implemented. Thus the local search is executed based on a first-improvement basis, and only routes that have been modified during the previous destroy and repair steps are considered within this phase. Run time considerations (given a fixed number of iterations) restrict the length of sequences to be exchanged by an upper limit of three, which helps reduce the size of the neighborhood significantly. Sequence inversion is not permitted and not expected to achieve an additional benefit, because the underlying problem includes time windows.
Acceptance Decision: Any non-deteriorating solution obtained after the local search step will be accepted as the current solution.
Evaluation:
Solutions are represented in terms of the resulting routes executed by porters. The standard objective in routing problems is to minimize total travel time. Given the assumption that a porter always executes tasks as early as possible, any route can be specified completely, given the sequence in which different tasks are to be executed.
This approach completely ignores the resulting waiting times of patients though, which will exert a substantial impact on the quality of our solutions we introduce a new method to determine actual departure times, taking into account the consequences on patients and their waiting times. By executing all tasks as early as possible (within the corresponding time windows), porters could pick up patients from their bed stations unreasonably early, causing unnecessary waiting times. Similar to Savelsbergh (1992) , we therefore consider a concept based on Forward Time Slacks to improve the quality of the resulting routes. Instead of just minimizing tour lengths for porters (i.e. vehicles), we take the patients' perspective and try to reduce their waiting times.
An illustrative example is in Figure 7 . We evaluate the route of a single porter with three tasks to deliver patients to their appointments. Appointments shaded in the same color are associated with the same patient. The porter's route consists of executing the corresponding tasks in order < 1, 2, 3 >. The schedule of those appointments is visualized in Figure 7 (a). For simplicity and without loss of generality,
we assume that D a = T E ab = T F ab = 1 (∀a, b ∈ A). Figure 7(b) shows the corresponding route (and its time-referenced order of execution) when all tasks are scheduled as early as possible. The waiting time of patient B will be at least equal to 2. Please note this is only a lower bound on her actual waiting time; it it ignores potential additional tasks of the same patient scheduled with different porters (i.e., patient will be picked up at t = 3 and may be brought back to her bed station no earlier than t = 10, two appointments and three tasks will last for 5 time units). The lower bound of her cycle time can be reduced Still this approach does not guarantee feasibility with respect to the patients' time windows. To improve solutions for routes, we can shift individual tasks backward in time. By defining a Backward Time Slack B t for all tasks t (similar to the forward time slacks), it is possible to identify how far the execution of task t can be shifted backward in time without causing further delays. Waiting times may increase, but will be accepted to achieve a feasible solution. Figure 8 illustrates the main idea involved.
We consider the same set of patients and appointments, except that this time, the porter is also supposed to execute a fourth task 4 associated with patient C. Transportation tasks are supposed to be executed in order < 1, 2, 3, 4 >. A feasible execution may not be guaranteed in this case. 
Solving the Integrative Model
Traditionally underlying subproblems would be solved hierarchically: The scheduling problem solved first, then depending on the result of the scheduling problem the routing problem would be solved. This approach may result in suboptimal solutions, for two main reasons. During the scheduling process, the focus lies on finding schedules that are feasible from the resources' (i.e., one appointment scheduled in the same room) and patients' (i.e., enough buffer time between consecutive appointments to allow for patient transport) points of view. The porters' perspective is ignored, assuming that a porter will be available to execute the corresponding transportation task. Therefore, some solutions may be unfavorable from the patients' point of view, as the resulting waiting times might become too long. Furthermore it could result in infeasible solutions, if the limited availability of porters leaves patients delivered too late to their appointments, especially when the time buffer between consecutive appointments is short. To overcome this issue, we take into account artificial buffer times B between two consecutive appointments a, b of the same patient (where s a + D a + T F ab + B ≤ s b , ∀a, b ∈ A where b = U a and B ≥ 0). With this additional buffer time B, we gain more flexibility within the subsequent optimization step (especially during peak times), but the resulting waiting times of patients also increase accordingly.
Therefore, we consider the integrative model using an iterative solution approach. Any feasible scheduling solution S * obtained passes on to the routing component. By including additional information I * , we try to guide the optimization process of the underlying scheduling problem toward good solutions for patients, resources, and porters. The guidance integrates additional information as feedback, such that we try to influence the scheduling of appointments based on information that has been gathered during the previous routing process. To avoid peak workloads from the porter's perspective, the initial start time of patients' appointments will be modified using artificial heads within SBN.
A graphical representation of the two proposed approaches in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). Note that I * is available only starting from the second iteration. In Section 4.1, we proposed three post optimizers (PostShrink, PostShift and SchedExact) for solving the embedded scheduling problem after using SBN. When applying SchedExact given a fixed sequence of appointments per room, the resulting schedule is optimal from both the patients' and resources' perspectives. The resulting time windows for transportation tasks for the subsequent routing problem might be too restrictive though and not allow finding the (global) optimal solution, an issue that commonly arises for solving multi-step optimization problems.
We accept the resulting scheduling solution from SchedExact with probability p SE (where 0 ≤ p SE ≤ 1) and apply PostShrink with probability p P S only if the scheduling solution has not yet been solved optimally using SchedExact. Then we again try to shift appointments using PostShift without deteriorating the solution with respect to the resulting idle and waiting times. The objective obtained thereafter is a valid lower bound on the solution of the integrative model, which helps us decide if we should continue to consider the solution at hand. We keep track of the best scheduling solutions found so far and store them in set S best . In case the scheduling solution obtained is of poor quality, it will be discarded and replaced by any solution chosen from set S best .
Given the timing of all appointments, the time windows for all resulting transportation tasks will be updated accordingly. The method then continues by solving the routing problem using LNS. The obtained solution R may be improved using SolveExact as an additional post-optimizer for the integrative model.
The procedure stops as soon as a total run time limit T max has been reached. The embedded algorithm based on LNS for solving the routing problem stops after a given number of non-improving steps K max .
The newly added components Feedback and solveExact will be presented in more detail below.
Algorithm 2 Basic Steps of Hybrid Solution Approach initialize I * , S best while termination criteria not reached do ⊲ maximum run time (T max ) S * ← SBN(I * ) ⊲ apply Shifting Bottleneck Heuristic S * * ← SchedExact(S * ) ⊲ solve scheduling problem to optimality, given sequence in rooms if rand() < p SE then S * ← S * * ⊲ continue with optimal scheduling solution else if rand() < p P S then S * ← PostShrink(S * ) end if S * ← PostShift(S * ) if accept(S * ) then update S best else S * → any solution from S best end if update time windows for transportation tasks based on resulting timing of appointments
⊲ solve to optimality, given sequences in rooms and tours I * ← Feedback(R) ⊲ modify earliest starting times for patients end while
Feedback:
The concept of the underlying feedback loop can be described as follows: We aim for a schedule and routing solution that is (near-)optimal on a global perspective. As peaks in terms of the resulting workload from the porters' perspective may lead to poor solutions, we aim to reduce them. When scheduling individual appointments of patients, we seek to avoid peaks, when then should not be present in (near-)optimal solutions. When scheduling the appointments of individual patients, we therefore consider modifying their starting times, while avoiding too many appointments starting (or ending) near-in-time.
Thereby we hope to provide good starting conditions for the routing optimization process.
This procedure works as follows: Using the previous solution from routing R, the actual workload level U over time will be calculated. Then we determine the earliest (latest) s P p (s P p ) possible starting time of the first appointment for every patient. The resulting interval is split into equidistant subintervals.
We try to shift the patients' appointments accordingly and evaluate them in terms of the resulting peak loads U i observed to prevail in time i ∈ I. The actual starting point of the patients' first appointment changes non-deterministically and indirectly proportional to the maximum peak load observed. The change is propagated by modifying the earliest starting point, such that the corresponding head will be used in the next iteration to solve the underlying scheduling problem (see Section 4.1). The estimate for the resulting workload level U will be updated accordingly, taking into account modified starting points of all associated transportation tasks. A sketch of the information processed during the loop and its consequences is depicted in Figure 10 . Currently two transportation tasks are scheduled for the patient under consideration. The workload observed during the corresponding time intervals (shaded areas) is comparatively high. By modifying the earliest starting point of the associated transportation tasks and shifting those tasks forward in time, we might create a situation in which they are scheduled during periods with a comparatively low workload. The modification at this step does not guarantee feasibility with respect to the rooms in use, a point addressed in the next iteration of SBN. However it influences the general timing of patients' appointments.
SolveExact:
Similar to SchedExact, we propose to solve the problem, given a fixed sequence of appointments for all rooms (as determined previously by means of SBN), the assignment of transportation tasks to routes, and the sequence of transportation tasks within all routes (determined by LNS) to optimality. The model defined in Section 3.3, where both decision variables p ab and x sto have been fixed already, then can be solved at no time. We assume the sequence within routes to be fixed, so the solution may not be improved in terms of the empty travel times. However it may allow us to improve the solution further in terms of the corresponding average waiting times (for patients) and idle times (for resources).
Results
Extensive numerical test runs have been executed to identify promising parameter settings and operators for the proposed methods. The algorithms have been tested using different data sets of various sizes.
In this section, we give a description of the data in use and compare the performance of the proposed methods. The algorithms and models were implemented in C++. All experiments were conducted on a Pentium D computer with 3.2 GHz.
Data
To the best of our knowledge, no test instances are available in prior literature for the problem under
consideration. Therefore, to analyze the behavior of the proposed method and test its performance, we generated a set of 130 instances using realistic assumptions. The set of instances were grouped into 13
classes, each consisting of 10 instances. Real data are not available from our industry partner, because they are not collected electronically. Even with patient-specific real data, a comparison with real-world operations would be difficult, because dispatching is done manually and transportation tasks are not digitally collected.
The randomly generated instances contain between 4 and 40 patients, each of which may have up to 5 appointments scheduled. The number of appointments per patient was drawn randomly from the interval [1, 5] , so it was necessary to schedule an average of 3 (4) appointments (tasks) per patient. The length of appointments (in minutes) was set randomly within the interval U (5, 20) for pre-surgery appointments and U (20, 60) for actual surgeries. Patients were assigned randomly to one of four wards. Appointments were supposed to be scheduled in different rooms, whose number was varied between 7 and 9. The fleet of porters available varied between 3 and 10, and they are located in one of two possible home depots. Table 1 provides an overview of the characteristics of these generated instances. Columns o, p, and r refer to the number of porters, patients, and rooms, respectively. Within the largest class of instances, 40 patients were considered and 160 transportation tasks had to be scheduled.
The layout of the hospital spreads over an area of one square kilometer, where the coordinates of all locations (i.e., wards, rooms, depots) were chosen randomly with a U (0, 1000) uniform distribution (and Table 1 : Characteristics of generated test instances measured in meters). The travel distances between any two locations i, j are equal to the Manhattan distance between the two vertices. In terms of the resulting travel times t ij we assumed a fixed traveling speed of 3 (4) kilometer per hour, depending whether the porters were currently with or without a patient.
The length of the planning horizon T under consideration was set to one working day, where E P p (L P p ) -specifying the patients' time windows with respect to their availability -were set to 0 (T ), respectively.
Penalty parameters α, β r , γ, and δ are associated with all four subgoals. Obviously the patient and cost perspective, from the resources point of view, comes first, and serving them without causing too much inconvenience (waiting times and their waiting time as a consequence) is of utmost importance. Costs associated with empty routing are negligible, so the corresponding parameter β is set to a comparatively low value. Delays cause a major disruption for the entire operation management and should be avoided by all means. But to guarantee finding at least a (mathematically) feasible solution, we decided to allow delays but penalized them heavily in the objective function. The penalties in the objective function for weighted waiting times (α), empty travel times (γ), and delays (δ) were set to 3, 1, and 1000 respectively.
The penalty for idle times at resource (β r ) was set to 10 (50) for resources used for pre-surgery (surgery) appointments.
Experiment Setup
To demonstrate the potential of our chosen modeling approach and the power of the proposed metaheuristic, we set up the following experiment: First, we are show that there is great potential for improvement when considering the integrative model compared with solutions obtained when solving the underlying subproblems hierarchically (which is easier, but ignores that they are interdependent). Therefore small test instances for the problem at hand will be solved exactly. Next, an exact solver cannot be used to solve larger-sized instances, so we present the results obtained by our metaheuristic for the problem under consideration.
Hierarchical vs. Integrative Approach
Regarding the importance of the integrative approach, which considers both the embedded routing and scheduling problems simultaneously, we set up the following experiment. We solved the scheduling problem, whose solution provides the input for the routing problem (Figure 9(a) ). In the first experiment, both resulting problems are solved exactly according to the corresponding scheduling (Section 3.2.1) and routing (Section 3.2.2) problems, using CPLEX 12.1. We can always guarantee finding a (mathematically) feasible solution. Because the number of porters is limited, given a fixed schedule of appointments, it might not be possible to deliver all patients to their appointments in time. This highly unwanted effect needs to be avoided. We refer to this feature as practicability, because any feasible solution is also practicable in real life, if no delays occur.
The resulting two subproblems may be solved quickly when using the hierarchical approach, though this solution also might suffer two drawbacks. First, the solutions obtained may be suboptimal, in terms of both the resulting waiting times from the patients' and rooms' point of view and the total empty travel time experienced by porters. Second, and even worse, the solutions may not be practicable. Practicability for the hierarchical approach can partly be reestablished by introducing additional buffer times B between any pair of consecutive appointments form the patients' point of view, which creates more flexibility for the subsequent routing problem but also adds waiting time. Table 2 lists the results obtained when we solve the first 10 instances belonging to the smallest class of problems A exactly using CPLEX. For the integrative model, the total run time limit was set to 10 hours. For the hierarchical model, we also set the run time limit to 10 hours for both the scheduling and routing problems. The reported results indicate the best solution found (z min ) within the imposed run time limit, as well as the individual components of the objective function: total idle times of resources (it R ), total average waiting time per patients (wt P ), total empty movements of porters (tt E ), and total delays of patients (d P ). Furthermore the time (in seconds) for finding the best solution (t) is reported for both individual instances n and classes thereof. Solutions for which optimality could be proven within the imposed run time limit are highlighted by an asterisk. We solved the problem exactly using a hierarchical approach in two variants: with no additional buffer time included (B = 0), and then, noting that the solution of two instances were not practicable due to delays, with an additional buffer time of 10 minutes (B = 10) to allow for more flexibility in the subsequent routing problem.
Even after 10 hours of run time, CPLEX was only able to prove optimality for 3 of 10 of the very smallest instances for the integrative model. The average value of the solution is 184.7, or 13.5 time units of idle times for all resources and a total average waiting time of 1.0 time units per patient. The total empty travel times of porters amount to 46.7 time units. All solutions were also practicable. On average it took more than 2.1 · 10 4 seconds to obtain the best solutions.
When using the hierarchical approach, both subproblems could be solved to optimality within around 7 seconds (7.2 and 7 seconds, on average). The average solution quality deteriorated from 184.7 to 1522.5 though, due to a slight deterioration in the total average waiting time per patient (1.0 vs. 2.6 time units), total empty travel times of porters (46.7 vs. 62), and delays arising (0 vs 1.3). All solutions were declared optimal, but three of them (instances 1, 3, and 4) are not practicable, because patients were delivered too late to their appointments. But even for all remaining practicable instances, the solution quality, when applying the hierarchical solution approach, deteriorated by 44.37%, compared with the integrative approach. The total average waiting time per patient increased by 2.12%, and the average (empty) travel time increased by 48.77% on average over all instances under consideration.
To avoid solutions from the hierarchical approach that are feasible, or even optimal, but not practicable due to delays, we included additional buffer times, where B increased gradually from 1 to 10.
Starting from B = 10, we were finally able to obtain solutions that were both feasible and practicable for all 10 instances. The solution quality deteriorated from 184.7 to 428.5 on average though, corresponding to a deterioration of 132%. This decline is due to both an increase in the resulting total idle time per room (13.5 vs. 30.0 time units on average) and the average waiting time per patient (1.0 vs. 23.9 time units on average). The total empty travel time increased by 21.2% from 46.7 to 56.6 time units on average. It is thus crucial to consider both subproblems simultaneously, because solving the routing problem given a fixed schedule may lead to suboptimal or nonpracticable solutions. Furthermore, the integrative model cannot be solved efficiently given a reasonable amount of run time, so we need innovative metaheuristics capable of solving the underlying problem in an efficient manner.
Cooperative Metaheuristic vs. Integrative Model
The effectiveness of our proposed metaheuristic emerges from a comparison of our results with those ones obtained by CPLEX in 10 hours of run time. The probabilistic nature of the proposed metaheuristic requires us to aggregate all presented results obtained by our metaheuristic approach using 5 independent test runs, with different seeds to initialize the embedded random number generator. The total run time limit for the iterative metaheuristic approach was set to 100 seconds. We set p SE = 0.5 in our scheduling algorithm. The solution process of the embedded routing problem was terminated after K max = 20 nonimproving steps applied using LNS. In every iteration we removed up to k max = 40% of all transportation tasks from the incumbent solution. Table 4 provides a summary of the results obtained for the 10 smallest instances derived from class A.
For completeness, the results obtained by CPLEX after 10 hours of run time are repeated here. The best solution value is denoted by z min . The average of the five solution values is denoted by z avg . The average time required to find the best solution per instance is denoted by t avg . For the metaheuristic procedure, we present the coefficient of variation (c v ) among the results obtained from five independent test runs, as well as the number of iterations performed (n I ). In the last two columns, we reveal the difference between the two variants in terms of average solution values (%z avg ) and total run times (%t avg ).
The metaheuristic is extremely stable and the coefficient of variation among all runs was equal to 0%, such that the best (same) solution was found in each of the 5 runs. All best solutions found by CPLEX could be found by our metaheuristic approach as well. For 3 of 7 instances (instances 2, 4, and 7), for which optimality could not be proven by CPLEX, better solutions were found in all test runs. On average it only took 3.8 seconds to obtain the best solutions. In addition, the average solution quality improved by 0.7%, from 184.7 to 184.3. The average needed to find the best solutions decreased from 21004.7 to 3.8 seconds, an improvement of 99.98%. The best solutions found by instance are highlighted in bold. Additional aggregated results for larger instances are in Table 5 . Only solutions for instances for which CPLEX could find an optimal solution within the run time limit of 10 hours were considered for this comparison. The number of instances for which a feasible solution has been found by our exact method within the total run time limit of 10 hours is denoted in the column headed by #f eas. On average it only took 32.7 seconds (−99.90%) to obtain to best solutions found using the metaheuristic approach. We provide more detailed results for all classes of instances in Table 6 . The unavailability of solutions obtained from CPLEX after 10 hours of run time may not allow for a direct comparison of the two methods for all classes of instances. However, we note that for larger instances, our algorithm still performs very well: Feasible solutions could be found within the imposed run time limit of 100 seconds. The performance is robust and stable, with an average coefficient of variations among 5 independent test runs of less than 10%. For the fixed run time limit of 100 seconds, the best results were obtained after 60 seconds on average. Table 6 : Aggregated solutions obtained for classes A-K when solved using iterative metaheuristic
Conclusion and Outlook
We have presented a new integrative model formulation that combines two essential combinatorial optimization problems from the domain of scheduling and routing, both of which are NP-hard. The underlying problem is highly relevant for real-world applications, such as the scheduling of appointments and intrahospital routing of patients, but it can also be applied to wide range of combinatorial optimization problems that feature both scheduling and routing. Because instances of realistic size cannot be solved exactly, the proposed innovative cooperative metaheuristic can solve the problem effectively. It consists of two components for solving the embedded routing and scheduling problem, which exchange information to guide the solution process of their counterpart into a promising direction. High-quality solutions can be found within a reasonable amount of run time. For small instances, even the optimal solution is found in a few seconds. We firmly believe that the cooperative approach can be adapted easily to solve related problems combining scheduling and routing related aspects (e.g., production planning and distribution of perishable goods, just-in-time environments).
We tested the performance of the proposed metaheuristic using only a static and deterministic version of the problem. We are aware that the underlying problem parameters tend to be stochastic (e.g., duration of appointments). Therefore, we plan to investigate a stochastic version of our combined scheduling and routing problem, emphasizing building robust schedules and routes.
